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Abstract

Background: Term extraction is highly relevant as it is the basis for several tasks, such as the building of dictionaries,
taxonomies, and ontologies, as well as the translation and organization of text data.

Methods and Results: In this paper, we present a survey of the state of the art in automatic term extraction (ATE) for
the Brazilian Portuguese language. In this sense, the main contributions and projects related to such task have been
classified according to the knowledge they use: statistical, linguistic, and hybrid (statistical and linguistic). We also
present a study/review of the corpora used in the term extraction in Brazilian Portuguese, as well as a geographic
mapping of Brazil regarding such contributions, projects, and corpora, considering their origins.

Conclusions: In spite of the importance of the ATE, there are still several gaps to be filled, for instance, the lack of
consensus regarding the formal definition of meaning of ‘term’. Such gaps are larger for the Brazilian Portuguese
when compared to other languages, such as English, Spanish, and French. Examples of gaps for Brazilian Portuguese
include the lack of a baseline ATE system, as well as the use of more sophisticated linguistic information, such as the
WordNet and Wikipedia knowledge bases. Nevertheless, there is an increase in the number of contributions related to
ATE and an interesting tendency to use contrasting corpora and domain stoplists, even though most contributions
only use frequency, noun phrases, and morphosyntactic patterns.
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Background
Domain knowledge of specific areas, such as computer
science, medicine, and law, is expressed with lexical units
of specialized meaning, which are denominated as terms
or terminological units. In this regard, terms are consid-
ered lexical units used to designate concepts in a themati-
cally restrict scenario [1].

The identification and selection of terminological units
in specialized texts are fundamental tasks for the building
of two different resources: (i) traditional lexicographical
resources (such as glossaries and dictionaries) and (ii)
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computational resources that aid the automatic process-
ing of these texts (such as taxonomies and ontologies).
These terminological units also are important for build-
ing computational tasks (such as information retrieval and
text classification).

From the 1990s on, with the advance of the investiga-
tions in the areas of corpus linguistic and natural language
processing (NLP), systems for automatic term extraction
have been developed in countries with large tradition
in terminological research. These systems aim to fasten
the manual processes of identification and collection of
potential terms [1].

The first system of this nature was TERMINO, devel-
oped for the French language [2]. In Brazil, the beginning
of investigations on automatic extraction of (candidate)
terms occurred at the end of the 1990s [3].

Although ATE has been researched for more than 20
years, there is still room for improvement since term
extraction is a difficult task even when it is carried out
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manually by a terminologist. This is due to the character-
istics of the terminological units, which will be discussed
in Section ‘Problems of the automatic term extraction’. As
a result, the units identified by terminologists in special-
ized discourses are denominated ‘candidate terms’, and
they usually undergo a manual step of validation, carried
out by at least one domain expert. Only after this process
may the validated candidates be called ‘terms’.

Estopá and Souto [4] demonstrate that even experts in
a domain do not completely agree among themselves with
respect to the identification and selection of terms. On
average, agreement reaches about 60%, revealing that the
recognition of terminological units is a subjective task. In
view of the difficulty faced even by humans on the delim-
itation of candidate terms, the results obtained by the
automatic extractors may not be totally precise, and thus,
they also undergo a validation process similar to the one
used in the manual method.

There are many ATE investigations available in the liter-
ature [5-17]. However, they perform ATE using different
scenarios (e.g., variation of the test corpora1 and mea-
sures and evaluation conditions), which make it difficult to
choose the best ATE system. The comparison of methods
is an existing gap in itself in the area.

In spite of this difficulty in finding the average pre-
cision of the automatic extractors due to the variation,
for instance, of the test corpora size and other factors,
it is verified in contributions such as Cabré et al. [1]
and Ioannis et al. [18] that about 80% of the linguis-
tic units extracted by the systems of ATE are effectively
validated as terminological units by domain experts. For
the English language, one of the most recent contribu-
tions on ATE is the work of Nazar [13], which confirms
the tendency in the literature by presenting a 75% pre-
cision. Concerning ATE based on texts in Brazilian Por-
tuguese, the best results also reach an 80% precision [9],
when using the hybrid extractor EχATOLP [19]. The
hybrid extractor YATE [15], proposed for the extraction
of candidates from the Spanish corpora on the medicine
domain, is one of the few in the literature that reaches
a 98% precision rate. This extractor is characterized by
the use of varied linguistic knowledge, such as morpho-
logical, syntactic, and semantic, together with statistical
measures, considerably improving the extraction results.
The acquisition of semantic knowledge, in special, comes
from the query of external resources, such as special-
ized dictionaries (in digital format) and lexical databases
in general language that store certain terminological
knowledge.

ATE systems must also be validated considering the
recall rates obtained by these systems, i.e., whether they
are able to extract all of the (or most of the) terminolog-
ical units foreseen by the domain experts. Usually, when
the systems obtain high precision, the recall is low and vice

versa. For example, a corpus of a specific domain has 50
terms and an ATE system correctly extracted two of these
terms. Considering this result, the precision rate obtained
by this system was 100%, but the recall rate is 4%.

In spite of the limitations, the development of automatic
extractors has allowed the tasks of term identification and
extraction, previously performed manually from printed
texts, to be automatized, which has considerably stream-
lined and, in certain cases, refined the systematization of
‘terminologies’.

In this paper, we present the scenery of the automatic
term extraction for the Brazilian Portuguese language.
With this survey, those who are interested in the system-
atization of terminologies with the help of automatic term
extraction may find a detailed description of the main
paradigms of extraction (statistical, linguistic, and hybrid),
types of knowledge (statistical and linguistic), and linguis-
tic/computational resources/tools (for instance corpora,
taggers, parsers, etc.) that are necessary for the usage of
different paradigms as well as mapping of the main contri-
butions and proposals related to the Brazilian Portuguese
language. We have focused on ATE for Brazilian Por-
tuguese; however, this survey is also relevant for other
languages since many of the investigations described here
may be applied for other languages. Additionally, we have
focused on general ATE because, this way, anyone may
adapt the extraction for a specific task (e.g., building an
ontology) or domain (e.g., extraction of medical terms by
using prefixial morphemes, such as ‘artri/o-’ in ‘artrite’ (in
English2, ‘arthr(o)-’ in ‘arthritis’).

There are some investigations that perform a review
about the ATE task [18,20-22]. Although, they are not
directed for the ATE in Brazilian Portuguese, which is our
focus. We have focused in Brazilian Portuguese because
there is a gap relation to the resources used for ATE
in Brazilian Portuguese and other languages, such as
English, Spanish, and French. In such languages, the term
extraction task uses advanced resources, such as Word-
Net, specific domain ontologies, thesaurus, and different
parsers and disambiguation resources. In Brazilian Por-
tuguese, we do not have all of these resources available
and it negatively affects the results. Therefore, in this
paper, we describe the available resources for Brazilian
Portuguese, which are at the Ontology Portal (OntoLP)
and at Linguateca, both detailed in subsection ‘Projects
related to the Brazilian Portuguese term extraction’.

There are five main issues observed in this survey of
the state of the art, which are (i) the diversity in which
extracted terms are applied direct and indirectly in differ-
ent tasks, (ii) the overall observation on how the extracted
terms relate to the knowledge used for extraction, (iii)
the advances obtained in the term extraction task, (iv)
the tendency in the recent contributions in considering
knowledge from domain or contrasting domains, and (v)
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the increase of a practical comparison of the existing
contributions for the extraction focused on the Brazilian
Portuguese language.

We present this paper as follows: Section ‘Problems
of the automatic term extraction’ introduces examples
of terms and the problems faced when extracting them.
Section ‘Approaches for the extraction of candidate terms’
details the approaches used for extraction of candidate
terms. Section ‘Evaluation measures for term extraction’
describes the different ways to evaluate extracted can-
didates. The corpora available in the Brazilian Por-
tuguese Language are described in Section ‘Corpora for
Portuguese’. Section ‘State of the art of term extraction in
Brazilian Portuguese’ presents the state of art of ATE in
Brazilian Portuguese, which includes the research devel-
oped for the ATE, the measures, tools, and resources
used in ATE, and the projects related to ATE. Section
‘Discussion about the state of the art in term extraction
for the Brazilian Portuguese language’ presents the dis-
cussion about the state of the art in ATE of the Brazilian
Portuguese Language. Finally, Section ‘Conclusions’ gives
the final considerations.

Methods and Results
Problems of the automatic term extraction
In spite of the importance of the ATE task, there is not
a consensus what is a term. Most of the terms are nom-
inal units since they designate concepts (e.g., to denomi-
nate/give a name to some concept). Because of that, the
nouns are more studied in specific domains [23]. We sus-
tain such statement using Sager’s example [24]: ‘concepts
represented in terminological dictionaries are predomi-
nantly expressed by the linguistic form of nouns’. Taking
into account that terms are the entries of such dictio-
naries, we may consider that nouns are usually used as
terms. Another example is the work of Batista [25], which
affirms that terms from the business domain in Brazilian
Portuguese are commonly nouns.

Term extraction is not a trivial task, even when they
are carried out manually by a terminologist [4]. This dif-
ficulty is due to the characteristics of the terminological
units. To illustrate how terms may be extracted emphasiz-
ing its difficulty, we consider some examples of terms of
the distance education (DE3), nanoscience and nanotech-
nology (N&N4), and ceramic coating (RC5) domains that
are showed in (a), (b), and (c), respectively.

(a) ‘One of the main points that we consider highly
relevant for the configuration of [[virtual
environments] for learning] is the simple and easy
design. (...) The [cyberspace] is much more than a
[means of communication] or media. (...) creating
and producing [printed didactics material] ] for DL
is a necessary alternative’.

(b) ‘A [nanometer] is equal to a billionth part of a meter
and any measure in such scale is invisible with the
naked eye’.

(c) ‘The [frits] are used nowadays as the main
constituents of the [enamel] employed in the
national fabrication of the [ceramic coatings].’

One of the main characteristics of the highlighted
units is their specification/meaning. In the ceramic coat-
ing domain (sub-domain of materials engineering), for
instance, the term ‘frita’ (‘frit’) and ‘esmalte’ (‘enamel’)
have a very specific meaning in the technical discourse.
In this domain, the term ‘fritas’ means ‘grounded glass
obtained from the fusion of a mix of different ingredi-
ents, such as borates, potassium, soda, chalk, alumina,
etc.’6, and ‘esmalte’ means ‘coating with an impermeable,
white, coloured, transparent, or opaque, aspect similar to
glass, which is applied to a ceramic plate for decoration
and/or protection’7.

Regarding the morphological structure, it is possible to
see in (a), (b), and (c) that terms may be (i) lexically simple,
i.e., formed by one singular element or (ii) lexically com-
plex, i.e., formed by more than one element, such as the
examples presented in Table 1.

The lexically simple terms might present some mor-
phological characteristics that differentiate them from the
lexical units, which are used in the general language or in
a specialized domain. In the term ‘ciberespaço’ (‘cyberspa-
ce’) (a), for instance, it is possible to identify ‘cyber-’,
abbreviation of ‘Cibernética’ (‘Cybernetics’), used in the
denomination of several concepts of DE, which are related
to the Internet, i.e., virtual world or space [26]. The term
‘nanômetro’ (‘nanometer’) (b) is another paradigmatic
example of a lexically simple term whose morphological
structure reveals its terminological statute. Such statute
is due to the presence of the prefix ‘nano-’8, employed to
indicate the scale 10−9 of the indicated measure (meter)
[27]. In the matter of the medical terms, they are char-
acterized by the presence of prefixial morphemes (for
example: ‘artri/o-’ and sufixal morphemes (for example: ‘-
patia’, in English ‘pathy’ with Greek origin (or Latin), such
as in ‘artrite’ (‘arthritis’) and ‘cardiopatia’ (‘cardiopathy’),
respectively.

The denomination of concepts, however, is not always
done using lexical units that present some morphological
mark that characterizes the domain to which it belongs.
The use of words with specialized meaning that do not
manifest morphological particularities is often used. In
this category, it is included, for instance, the terms ‘frita’
(‘frit’) and ‘esmalte’ (‘enamel’) (c). Although they do not
have formal elements of specificity (prefixes, suffixes,
etc.), such units have, from a conceptual point of view,
highly precise specialized meanings, as highlighted in the
beginning of this text.
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Table 1 Examples of simple and complex terms of different domains

Brazilian Portuguese terms English translations Domains

Simple terms frita frit Ceramic coating

esmalte enamel Ceramic coating

ciberespaço cyberspace Distance education

interatividade interactivity Distance education

nanômetro nanometer Nanoscience and nanotechnology

ácido acid Nanoscience and nanotechnology

Complex terms revestimento cerâmico ceramic coating Ceramic coating

resistência mecânica mechanical resistance Ceramic coating

meio de comunicação communication means Distance education

ambiente virtual (de aprendizagem) virtual environment (for learning) Distance education

escala nanométrica nanometric scale Nanoscience and nanotechnology

potência óptica optical power Nanoscience and nanotechnology

In the general language, such units are usually generic
and polysemic (‘esmalte’ (‘enamel’), for instance, is defined
as ‘an opaque or semi-transparent glossy substance that is
a type of glass, applied by vitrification to metallic or other
hard surfaces for ornament or as a protective coating’9 and
it has three meanings, on average, in Portuguese dictio-
naries). On the other hand, in the specific domains, the
same units present specific meaning and are usually not
polysemic.

The terms that constitute complex lexical terms are
more frequently used in the denomination of concepts
in specialized domains. Such terminological units are
formed by different formal structures, denominated mor-
phosyntactic patterns (POS).

Concerning the structures based on terms from the Por-
tuguese language, the most frequent structure is [noun +
adjective]. This is the case of the terms ‘revestimento
cerâmico’ (‘ceramic coating’) in (c), ‘ambiente virtual’ (‘vir-
tual environment’) in (a) and ‘material didático’ (‘didactics
material’) in (a). Other morphosyntactic patterns that
usually characterize the complex terms are (i) [noun +
adjective + preposition + noun] (for example: ‘ambi-
entes virtuais de aprendizagem’ (‘virtual environments for
learning’) in (a)), (ii) [noun + preposition + noun] (for
example: ‘meios de comunicação’ (‘means of communica-
tion’) in (a)), and (iii) [noun + adjective + adjective] (for
example: ‘material didático impresso’ (‘printed didactics
material’) in (a)), etc.

Another characteristic of lexically complex terms is the
expansion of the lexical character that, in fact, coincides
with another denomination, corresponding to a special-
ization of the generic term. For example, the term ‘ambi-
ente virtual’ (‘virtual environment’) is cited, which applies
to the computational systems that have an advanced
interface to the users and which is being related to
the learning systems, which are used to mediate the

distance learning process. This expansion generated the
term ‘ambientes virtuais de aprendizagem’ (‘virtual envi-
ronments for learning’). Examples of expansion to the
right of a generic term are very common in the spe-
cialized languages and denominate a new concept cor-
responding to a new invention or technology. In such
way, the term ‘material didático’ (‘didactics material’),
which denotes the set of objects that are indispens-
able for the execution of teaching activities, has been
used with the expansion ‘impresso’ (‘printed’). So, this
term would be ‘material didático impresso’ (‘printed
didactics material’). Note that these examples follow
the Portuguese pattern. In case of the English lan-
guage, the expansion would be to the ‘left’ of a generic
term (from ‘didactics material’ to ‘printed didactics
material’).

Regarding simple lexical terms, the difficulties are
mainly related to the identification of candidates with no
morphological marks of specificity that indicate the ter-
minological potential, i.e., candidates that are also used
in the general language by a non-expert. For example,
the Portuguese unit ‘esmalte’ may mean, in English, ‘nail
polish’ for a non-expert or ‘enamel’ for an expert of the
ceramic coating domain.

In such cases, terminologists may use the frequency cri-
terion, i.e., the fact of repeatedly finding the unit ‘enamel’
in texts of the ceramic coating domain might indicate
that it is a candidate. This wise, the linguistic expres-
sion is finally selected by the terminologist and sent for
the appreciation of an expert in the domain. However,
it must be assumed that the use of frequency does not
obtain a completely satisfactory result, because there are
some candidates that have a high frequency but are not
terms of the domain. For example, the word ‘se refere’
(‘refer(s)’), ‘definido como’ (‘defined as’), ‘nós’ (‘we’), and
‘aquele’ (‘that’).
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Experts usually receive candidates organized in a con-
ceptual structure that reflects the reality of the domain
in question. In that structure, candidates are allocated
in their respective notional fields in a manner that the
expert evaluates the relevance of a candidate/concept with
respect to the relations that it establishes with the remain-
ing candidates of the same field. For instance, in the
conceptual structure of the ceramic coating field, the can-
didate ‘esmalte’ (‘enamel’) composes the notional field of
the inputs and its terminological relevance will be eval-
uated in regard to the remaining candidates of the field
(or sub-field). By adopting such procedure, we say that
experts adopt the semantic criterion for the validation of
a candidate.

Concerning complex lexical terms, the difficulty lies
on distinguishing the candidates of this type from the
free phrases. While a complex lexical term is a combina-
tion of elements, constituting a lexical-semantic unit and,
thus, expressing a specific concept (for instance: ‘mate-
rial didático impresso’ - ‘printed didactics material’); a
free phrase presents, in turn, a fragile stability in the lex-
ical system (for instance: ‘intercâmbio didático dirigido’ -
‘directed didactic exchange’).

Usually, the criteria proposed for the identification and
delimitation of the complex terms are based on the degree
of lexicalization that, in turn, determines the limits of the
syntagmatic units. Terminologists may identify complex
candidate terms based on some of their characteristics.
According to Barros (2004, p. 103), these characteristics
are the following:

(a) Non-autonomy of a component in relation to the
other components that compose the lexical-semantic
unit with no meaning modification; for instance:
‘quinta’ and ‘feira’ in ‘quinta-feira’ (‘Thursday’);
(b) The impossibility of commutation of a component
with no meaning changing; for instance: ‘mesa-redon-
da’ (round table, which means a discussion involving
several participants) / ‘mesa quadrada’ (‘square table’);
(c) No separability of components; for instance: ‘terra
fina’ (‘thin soil’) / ‘esta terra é fina’ (‘this soil is fine’);
(d) Internal structure particularity; for example: the
absence of determination means the integration of
the constitutive elements: ‘ter medo’ (‘to be afraid’),
‘fazer justiça’ (‘to make justice’).

In addition to these characteristics, other criteria may be
applied, such as the synonymical commutation. According
to this criterion, the commutation possibility of ‘estrada
de ferro’ for ‘ferrovia’ indicates that ‘estrada de ferro’ is a
potential terminological unit. We highlight that, accord-
ing to the Oxford dictionary9, ‘estrada de ferro’ and ‘fer-
rovia’ means only one word in English that is ‘railroad’.
Another important criterion for the verification of the

degree of lexicalization of a phrase is the frequency of
co-occurrences, i.e., the fact of always recovering the
same association of words in the study domain is nor-
mally a clue of phrase lexicalization. Finally, the identified
candidates based on at least one of the mentioned crite-
ria are selected and sent to the expert together with the
simple candidate terms.

Altogether, the cases in which the automatic extrac-
tion is problematic are mainly due to the computational
limitation of handling terms whose criteria of identifi-
cation do not reside in formal aspects of the language,
but on abstract aspects, such as, the semantic and even
enunciative aspects. These aspects, which do not present
formal elements that identify them in regard to the gen-
eral language, are also units with specialized meaning.
For example, in the medical domain, the term ‘inter-
venção’ (‘intervention’) does not mean ‘action or result of
intervening’, but ‘medical procedure’. However, the iden-
tification of these units as terms requires the machine to
deal with abstract linguistic knowledge, and such task is
quite complex from a computational point of view.

After detailing some ways for identifying terms, show-
ing some examples of the difficulty in performing that,
we describe and discuss in the next section the existing
approaches for the extraction of candidate terms.

Approaches for the extraction of candidate terms
According to Cabré et al. and Pazienza et al. [1,22], the
automatic term extraction is traditionally based on one
of three approaches: statistical, linguistic, or hybrid. Such
approaches are characterized by the primordial type of
knowledge used in the respective task. Next, we present
each of these approaches.

The statistical approach
The purely statistical approach uses knowledge obtained
by application of statistical measures. For this purpose,
the corpus undergoes a pre-processing step, which usually
involves the identification of tokens10, removal of stop-
words11, and the representation of the texts in tables. In
these tables, each row represents a document (di) and
each column represents an n-gram12 of document (nj),
where cell dinj may be filled with some measure, for
instance, the absolute frequency of n-gram nj in document
di. Such text representation is denominated bag-of-words
(BOW). In this sense, the use of statistical measures by
means of a BOW ignores any structural information about
the sentences of the texts, such as the order in which the
n-grams occur. From the values obtained by the chosen
measure, the candidate terms are ranked. In this rank, it is
considered that the candidates with higher ranking have
higher probability of being terms of the domain [22].

The measures usually adopted for the development
of automatic extractors according to the statistical
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approach are independent from the language. The lan-
guage independence is an advantageous characteristic
from the computational point of view, as the use of
measures do not require the specification (manual or
automatic) of any type of knowledge (for example: mor-
phological, syntactic, etc.) on the language of the texts
under processing, which makes the automatic extraction
simpler and faster. Compared to the human extraction,
the independence of language does not reflect the process
used by domain experts, as they use linguistic knowledge
to identify terms. A type of linguistic knowledge is the
morphological, used, for instance, to identify terms com-
posed by Greek-Latin morphemes (for example: ‘artr/i →
artrite’ (‘arthritis’) and ‘osteoartrite’ (‘osteoarthritis’)).

The main issue with ATE systems developed according
to the statistical approach is the ‘silence’, i.e., the non-
identification and extraction of real terms in a text or
collection of texts. An example of this problem is when
the chosen measure is the frequency of each term in the
collection of texts that is the basis for the term extraction
and, thus, a determined term (for example, ‘polinização’
(‘pollination’), from the ecology domain) is not extracted
as it has low frequency.

According to Kageura and Umino [21], the goal of statis-
tical measures is to identify two terminological properties:
‘unithood’ and ‘termhood’. The measures that express
unithood reveal the force or stability of the complex
expressions (i.e., formed by two or more elements sep-
arated by blank spaces). The measures that express ter-
mhood reveal, in turn, the degree or relation between a
linguistic expression and a knowledge domain. In other
words, termhood expresses how much a linguistic expres-
sion (whether it is a simple one, as ‘polaridade’ (‘polarity’),
or complex, as ‘molécula orgânica’ (‘organic molecule’)
and ‘molécula de água’ (‘molecule of water’)) is related to
a domain.

The main statistical measures are described next. For
this, D corresponds to the number of documents in a cor-
pus and t is a candidate term. We mention ‘candidate
term’ instead of only ‘term’, since a candidate only may
be considered a term after being validated by at least
one domain expert. Such measures return a list of can-
didates ordered by the obtained values for each measure.
Thus, it is necessary to manually choose a minimum
value for the candidates to be considered as possible
terms. It is important to stress that some measures
quantify the relevance of the candidate terms of a spe-
cific domain based on corpora of other domains. The
corpora of other domains are known as contrasting
corpora.

Measures expressing unithood Association measures
are used to express the unithood property, since unithood
must reveal the power or stability of complex expressions

[22]. The main statistical measures are formally described
next.

(a) Log ilkelihood ratio (ll)
The log likelihood ratio test aims to detect whether
the combinations are more than simple casual
occurrences in the documents, providing, for such, a
list of all the candidate combinations. According to
Manning and Schütze [28], it is necessary to
formulate two hypotheses, shown next, for the
elaboration of this list (for the case of bigrams k1k2,
for example). Consider h = hypothesis, P =
probability, and t = candidate term, which belongs to
the combination (gram = token 1 (k1) and token 2
(k2)).

h1 : P(k1|k2) = P(k1|¬k2)

h2 : P(k1|k2) �= P(k1|¬k2)
(1)

Hypothesis 1 (h1) is the formalization of the
independence, i.e., the occurrence of k2 is
independent from the occurrence of k1. Hypothesis 2
(h2) is the formalization of dependency. When h2 is
satisfied, it means that an interesting combination
might be found.

(b) Pointwise mutual information (mi)
Pointwise mutual information [29] measures the
quantity of information that a variable contains about
another one. The formal definition of mi is

mi(ki,kj) = log2
P(ki, kj)

P(ki) × P(kj)
(2)

where ki and kj are tokens that compose a candidate
term from a corpus with W words, P(ki) and P(kj)
are the probabilities of ki and kj, respectively, and
correspond to the frequencies of these tokens in the
same corpus, while P(ki, kj) is the probability that
tokens ki and kj occur altogether.

(c) Dice’s coefficient (dice)
Dice’s coefficient [30] presents a similar
interpretation to the mi. As Teline [31] explains, the
difference between these measures is that, contrary to
the mi, Dice’s coefficient does not depend on the size
of the sample (the corpus), as shown in Equation 3.

dice(ki,kj) = 2 × fki,kj

fki + fkj
(3)

where ki and kj are tokens of a corpus of size W, fki
and fkj are the frequencies of ki and kj in the corpus,
respectively, and fki,kj is the frequency in which
tokens ki and kj occur altogether.
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Measures that express termhood For the identification
of the property denominated termhood, the following
statistical measures are usually used:

(a) Term frequency (tf)
Known as term frequency, this measure considers the
absolute frequency of a given candidate in a corpus.
Equation 4 formally defines this measure.

tftj =
D∑

x=1
fdx,tj (4)

where fdx,tj is the frequency of tj (jth candidate) in the
dx (xth document).

(b) Relative frequency (rf)
of a candidate in a corpus and the total frequency of
all words in the same corpus, according to Equation 5.

rftj = tftj

W
(5)

where tftj is the absolute frequency of tj (jth
candidate) and W is number of words in the same
corpus.

(c) Document frequency (df)
Document frequency considers the number of
documents where a term appears, according to
Equation 6.

dftj =
D∑

x=1
(1|fdx,tj �= 0) (6)

where fdx,tj is the frequency of tj (jth candidate) in the
dx (xth document).

(d) Average term frequency (atf)
Average term frequency corresponds to the ratio of
the candidate frequency in a corpus and the
document frequency of this same candidate,
according to Equation 7.

atftj = tftj

dftj
(7)

where tftj is the absolute frequency of tj (jth
candidate) and dftj is document frequency of the
candidate in the same corpus.

(e) Residual inverse document frequency (ridf)
Residual inverse document frequency [32]
corresponds to the difference between the logs of
actual inverse document frequency and inverse
document frequency, according to Equation 8.

ridftj = idftj − log2

(
1

1 − p(0; λj)

)
(8)

where idftj corresponds to log2

(
D

dftj

)
and p is the

Poisson distribution with parameter λj = cfj
D , the

averge number of occurences of tj per document.
1 − p(0; λj) is the Poisson probability of a document
with at least one occurence.

(f) Term frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-idf)
Term frequency - inverse document frequency [33]
considers the frequency of a candidate term (tf)
according to its distribution in the collection of
documents, attributing lower weight to those
candidates that appear in many documents (idf), as
shown in Equation 9.

tf-idftj = tfdx,tj︸ ︷︷ ︸
tf part

× log
(

D
dftj

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

idf part

(9)

where tfdx,tj is the frequency of tj (jth candidate) in
the dx (xth document) and dftj is the document
frequency of the jth candidate.
There are some investigations that use this definition
of tf − idf [5-7] and others use different definitions
[9,34]. Among the definitions available in the
literature, we highlight the definition of Witten et al.
[35] since it avoids that the tf − idf value drops to 0 if
a candidate occurs in all documents of a corpus, as
observed in Equation 10.

tf − idfdx,tj = (1 + log(tfdx,tj))︸ ︷︷ ︸
tf part

× log
(

1 + D
dftj

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

idf part

(10)

where tfdx,tj is the frequency of tj (jth candidate) in
the dx (xth document) and dftj is the document
frequency of the jth candidate.

(g) Term contribution (tc)
Known as Term contribution [36], this measure
considers that the importance of a term corresponds
to the contribution of this term to the similarity of
the documents. In this regard, the contribution of the
term provides higher ranking to those terms that
appear in few documents, not considering very rare
or very frequent terms in the collection, as shown in
Equation 11.

tctj =
D∑

x=1

D∑
y=1

fdx,tj × idftj × fdx,tj × idftj (11)

In this equation, there are xth document and yth
document in a corpus, where fdx,tj is the frequency of
the tj (jth candidate) in the dx (xth document) and
idftj is the inverse of the frequency of the documents
of the jth candidate.
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(h) Term variance (tv)
Known as term variance [37], this measure considers
that important terms are those that do no appear
with low frequency in the documents and keep a
non-uniform distribution in the collection (higher
variance). For this, the variance of all terms of the
collection is calculated (Equation 12).

tvtj =
D∑

x=1
[ fdx,tj − f̄tj ]2 (12)

where fdx,tj is the absolute frequency of tj (jth
candidate) in the dx (xth document) and f̄tj is the
average of the frequencies of the jth candidate in the
documents of the corpus.

(i) Term variance quality (tvq)
Known as term variance quality [37], this measure is
an adaptation of the tv measure, but it aims at
qualifying the variance of the words. This measure
considers that the words with little variation presents
little discriminant power, as they occur in a uniform
way in the whole collection. Equation 13 formally
describes TVQ.

tvqtj =
D∑

x=1
f 2
dx,tj

− 1
D

[ D∑
x=1

fdx,tj

]2

(13)

where fdx,tj is the frequency of tj (jth candidate) in the
dx (xth document).

(j) Zone-scored term frequency (zstf)
The zstf [38] measure, formally described in
Equation 14, assumes that some parts of the
document (such as the abstract and the conclusion)
bring higher relevant information about the contents
of the document than other parts. Based on this
consideration, it attributes higher weights to the
words that occur in parts of the document with
higher impact or in which higher information related
to the content of the document is concentrated.

zstftj =
D∑

x=1

Z∑
z=1

fdx,tj × weightz (14)

where fdx,tj is the frequency of tj (jth candidate) in the
dx (xth document) and weightz is the weight
calculated to the zth zone of the documents of the
corpus. This weight should follow the restriction
showed in Equation 15.

Z∑
z=1

weightz = 1|0 < weightz ≤ 1 (15)

(k) Term domain specificity (tds)
Term domain specificity [39] assumes that a relevant
word for a domain is more frequent in the corpus of
this domain than in other corpora. Based on this

consideration, the authors highlight the relevance of
the words in a domain corpus, based on the
probability of occurrence of these words and
considering the contrasting corpora. This measure is
formally described in Equation 16.

tds(c)
tj = P(tj(c))

P(tj(g))
=

tf(c)tj
W (c)

tf(g)
tj

W (g)

= prob. in domain c
prob. in corpus g

(16)

Considering that P(tj(c)) corresponds to the
occurrence probability of tj candidate in corpus c,
W (c) is the total number of words in corpus c, and g
is a contrasting corpus.

(l) Termhood index (thd)
The thd measure [40] assumes that a relevant word
for a domain is more frequent in the corpus of that
domain than in other corpora. To verify the relevance
of the word in the domain, the index ponders the
ordination of the word considering the words of the
corpus, as shown in Equation 17.

thd(c)
tj =

r(c)
tj∣∣W (c)

∣∣ −
r(g)

tj∣∣W (g)
∣∣ (17)

where
∣∣W (c)∣∣ is the amount of words of c, r(c)

tj is the
ordination value of candidate tj in corpus c and, g is a
contrasting corpus.

(m) Term frequency, inverse domain frequency (TF-IDF)
Term frequency, inverse domain frequency [41],
formally described in Equation 18. In this paper, the
acronym of this measure is used in upper-case letters
(TF-IDF) in order to avoid confusion with term
frequency - inverse document frequency [33], in
which acronym of the latter is used in lower-case
letters (tf-idf). TF-IDF is based on the term
frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-idf), but
instead of considering the occurrences of the terms in
individual documents, TF-IDF uses contrasting
corpora, in addition to the domain corpus, and it
considers the term occurrences in each individual
corpus.

TF-IDF(c)
tj =

tf(c)tj

W (c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TF part

× log

⎛
⎝ |G∗|∣∣∣G∗

tj

∣∣∣
⎞
⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IDF part

(18)

where tf(c)tj is the absolute frequency of the candidate
t in the corpus c, G∗ is the set of all contrasting
corpora and corpus c, and G∗

tj is the subset of G∗ in
which candidate tj appears at least once.

(n) Term frequency - disjoint corpora frequency (tf-dcf)
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Term frequency - disjoint corpora frequency [34]
penalizes a word proportionally to the number of
contrasting corpora where it appears and also to the
number of occurrences of this word in each of these
corpora, according to Equation 19.

tf-dcf(c)tj =
tf(c)tj∏

∀g∈G 1 + log (1 + tf(g)
tj )

(19)

considering tj as the candidate of the corpus c, g is a
contrasting corpus, and G as the set of contrasting
corpora.

(o) Weirdness
Weirdness [42] was initially proposed for document
retrieval system. This measure considers that the
distribution of candidates in a specific domain corpus
is different from the candidate distribution in a
general corpus. Equation 20 formally defines this
measure.

weirdness(c)
tj =

tf(c)tj /W (c)

tf(g)
tj /W (g)

(20)

where W (c) is the amount of words of domain corpus
(c), tf(c)tj is the frequency of candidate tj in corpus c,
and g is a contrasting corpus.

The linguistic approach
According to this approach, the candidate terms are iden-
tified and extracted from a corpus based on their linguistic
characteristics or properties, which may be from different
types or levels.

The NLP manuals, such as the one of Jurafsky and
Mantin [43], are based on a hierarchy of types of linguistic
knowledge, elaborated based on a scale of abstraction and
complexity, i.e., the higher the level of this scale, the more
complex are the modeling and computational treatment of
the knowledge (according to Figure 1). In the lowest level
of this scale is the morphological knowledge, followed
by the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic-discursive
knowledge.

The morphological level knowledge (i.e., referring to the
internal structure of the terms) considers only the Greek-
Latin morphemes or the morphemes that are typical of the
domain that indicates the occurrence of a possible term. In
the extraction of medicine terms and correlated areas, for
instance, it is common to identify morphemes, whether
radical or affix morphemes, with a Greek or Latin origin,
such as stated by Vivaldi and Rodriguez [15] in ‘artri/o-’
(‘arthr(o)-’), from the Greek ‘arthros’, in ‘artrite’ (‘arthri-
tis’). In ATE, it is possible to identify candidate terms
from the domains of the nanoscience and nanotechnology
based on the identification of morphemes such as nano-,
as this term composes several simple terms (for example:

‘nanotubo’ - ‘nanotube’) and complex terms (for exam-
ple: ‘nanotubo de carbono’ - ‘carbon nanotube’) from this
domain [27].

The extraction based on the syntactic knowledge (i.e., in
relation to the order and function of the terms in the sen-
tences) normally identifies the syntagmatic structure of
the sentences, from which the noun phrases are selected
as candidate terms. For example, based on this criterion,
‘moléculas’ (‘molecules’) is identified as a candidate term
since it is the head of a noun phrase in sentence ‘Molécu-
las de ácido silícico condensam com formação de água’
(‘Silicic acid molecules condensed with the formation of
water’).

For the candidate term extraction based on the seman-
tic level knowledge (i.e., in relation to the subjacent
meaning or concept of the terms), the extractor of
the linguistic approach identifies the semantic type (for
example: ‘mundo’ <concreto.lugar>, in English, ‘world’
<concrete>), of the candidates or the concept subjacent to
them. In the general literature, there are few proposals that
use a more abstract knowledge, such as the semantic level
(for example: [44]).

Regarding the pragmatical level knowledge, to the best
of our knowledge, there are no contributions that iden-
tifies candidate terms based on properties related to the
use.

In general, the term extraction according to the linguis-
tic approach is frequently based on the morphosyntactic
level knowledge [22]. In this case, the goal is to perform
ATE by means of (i) the syntactic category of the n-grams
(for example: verb, noun, adjective, etc.) of the corpus
and/or (ii) morphosyntactic patterns (for example: N +
Adj and N + PREP + N). Regarding the categories, several
contributions base the ATE on the identification of candi-
dates from the category of the names, as the terminologies
are composed, mostly, by terms of such category. The
morphosyntactic patterns, in turn, are frequently used
because the terminologies tend to concentrate a large vol-
ume of noun terms that present internal structures as the

Figure 1 Linguistic levels of knowledge of language. Adapted
from Jurafsky and Martin [43].
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terms illustrated by patterns N + adj (for example: ‘mate-
rial nanoestruturado (‘nanostructured material’)) and N +
PREP + N (for example: ‘nanotubo de carbono’ (‘carbon
nanotube’)).

Considering the usage of the linguistic knowledge,
the pre-processing of corpora for ATE involves other
processes, in addition to the sentential delimitation,
tokenization, and removal of stopwords. Based on the
identification of the syntactic categories and of the mor-
phosyntactic patterns, the systems may perform different
processes during the pre-processing stage, such as part-
of-speech tagging, which consists of the association of a
tag that indicates its syntactic category to each word of the
corpus (for example: ‘nanotubo_N de_PREP carbono_N ’
(‘carbon nanotube’)) [45] and normalization of text words,
which consists of unifying them by reducing their varia-
tions. The normalization may be performed by using the
techniques of (i) lemmatization, which consists on the
reduction of each word of a text to its lemma or canonical
form, i.e., non-marked forms, with no flexions [46]; dur-
ing lemmatization, verbs are reduced to the infinitive (for
example: ‘casamos → casar’ (‘to get married’)) and nouns
and adjectives to the masculine singular (for example:
‘latas → lata’ (‘can’) / ‘feias → feio’ (‘ugly’)); (ii) stemming,
which consists on the reduction of the words of a text to
their radical [46] (for example: ‘casamos → cas’ / ‘latas →
lat’); and (iii) nominalization, in which words begin to
present a syntactic/semantic behaviour similar to that of
a noun13 [47] (for example: ‘casamos → casa’ / ‘latas →
lata’). When based on the identification of phrases, the
systems usually perform the recognition of the syntactic
structure, parsing, of the sentences by attributing syn-
tactic functions to the recognized constituents [48], for
example, subject and predicate, noun and verb phrases.

This way, the linguistic extractor may use processing
tools of natural language as sentence splitters, tokenizers,
taggers, lemmatizers, stemmers, ‘nominalizators’, and
parsers.

Independently of the type of knowledge adopted, the
results obtained by such approaches are, in general, bet-
ter than the results obtained by the statistical approach.
However, the linguistic approach is not free of problems
either. In this case, the extraction is language-dependent,
as the identification of the candidates requires the specifi-
cation of some type of linguistic knowledge (for example:
the syntactic category of the words) that is obtained by
tools, such as taggers and parsers, lemmatizers, etc, which
generate frequent errors that affect the tasks of identifica-
tion and extraction of candidate terms. When performed
manually, the necessary linguistic specification makes the
candidate extraction more costly and slower.

In general, the main issues of the systems developed
according to the linguistic approach are related to the
‘silence’, previously mentioned, and to the ‘noise’, i.e., to

the identification/extraction of a large number of candi-
dates, which are discarded during the evaluation phase.
As an example of noise, if we consider that nouns may be
terms while adjectives cannot, if an adjective (for exam-
ple, ‘ecológico’ (‘ecological’) from the ecology domain)
is wrongly marked as a noun, it would mistakenly be
extracted as a domain term.

The hybrid approach
The hybrid approach considers statistical and linguistic
properties for the identification and extraction of candi-
dates.

In this approach, the order of usage of the knowledge
may vary. In some systems, the statistical knowledge is
used before the linguistic knowledge, while in others, the
statistical knowledge is used after the use of the linguis-
tic knowledge. According to Teline [31] and Pazienza et
al. [22], the best results are obtained when the statisti-
cal measures are applied on a list of previously extracted
candidates based on some linguistic property, as the reli-
ability of the statistical measures is higher when applied
to linguistically ‘justified’ candidate terms. One of the rea-
sons for this is that the terms usually follow pre-defined
patterns for each domain (nouns, mainly). These patterns
are identified during the morphosyntactical analysis of
the candidate term; however, the pattern may be different
depending on the context in which the candidate appears.
For example, the word ‘segundo’ (‘second’) may be a noun,
such as ‘Alguns segundos são suficientes...’ (‘Some sec-
onds are enough...’), or an ordinal numeral, such as ‘O
segundo ano...’ (‘The second year...’). The statistical meth-
ods usually do not consider such context and this is one of
the reasons why it is advised to first identify the linguis-
tic properties of the candidates and, then, apply statistical
methods. In addition, statistical methods are more rigid
and may eliminate terms with low frequency, but which
might be important for the domain.

Examples of hybrid measures14, i.e., measures that use
statistical and linguistic knowledge, include the c-value,
nc - value , and the glossEx:

(a) c-value
For the c-value [49] measure, the linguistic resource
supports the generation of a list of candidate terms15

according to a linguistic filter based on the search for
pre-determined syntactic patterns. Next, the
calculation of the potential of each candidate to be a
term or not is carried out, and, for that purpose, the
length of each candidate is considered, in grams
(whether it is a bigram, trigram, etc.), as well as its
frequency in the corpus.

c-valuetj =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

log2
∣∣tj

∣∣ × tf(tj), if tj /∈ aV ;

log2
∣∣tj

∣∣ (tf(tj) − 1
P(Ttj )

∑
b∈T tf(b)

)
,

otherwise.

(21)
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For the formal description of the c-value
(Equation 21), we consider tj as the jth candidate
term (noun phrase),

∣∣tj
∣∣ as the length in grams of tj,

tf(tj) as the frequency of tj in the corpus, Ttj as the set
of candidates with length in grams larger than tj and
which contains tj, P(Ttj) as the number of such
candidates (types) including the type of tj,

∑
tf(b) as

the total number of tj as a sub-string of candidate b
so that

∣∣tj
∣∣ < |b|, and V as the set of neighbours of tj.

The c-value measure was initially proposed to
express the unithood property; thus, it works with
complex expressions. Barrón-Cedeño and his
co-workers [50] adapted this measure in order to
make it possible to express the termhood and, thus,
apply it to unigrams (see Equation 22).

c-valuetj =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

c × log2
∣∣tj

∣∣ × tf(tj),if tj /∈ aV ;

c × log2
∣∣tj

∣∣ (tf(tj) − 1
P(Ttj )

∑
b∈T f (b)

)
,

otherwise.
(22)

where c = i + log2
∣∣tj

∣∣. The authors state that by
using i = 1, it is possible to obtain experimentally
better results.

(b) nc-value
The nc-value [49] measure expresses both, the
unithood and the termhood. This measure assumes
that the concept in which the candidates appear is
meaningful to determine whether these are terms or
not. In this wise, the nc-value considers that the
neighbourhood of each of the candidates may favour
the quality of such determination. This
neighbourhood consists of the words around the
candidate, called ‘context words’. To identify them, it
is necessary to previously define the size of the
window and consider only the words that have the
grammatical classes of nouns, adjectives, or verbs. In
this sense, for each of these words (w), a weight is
calculated weightw (Equation 23).

weightw = t(w)

nc
(23)

where t(w) is the number of candidates where the word w
appears and nc is the total number of candidates consid-
ered in the corpus.

In the sequence, it is possible to calculate the nc-value
measure, which is formally expressed in Equation 24.

nc-valuetj = 0.8c-valuetj + 0.2
∑
bεCtj

ftj(b)weightb (24)

In Equation 24, tj is the candidate term, Ctj is the set of
words of the context of candidate tj, b is a context word
of candidate tj , ftj(b) is the occurrence frequency of b as a

context word of candidate tj , and weightb is the calculated
weight for b as a context word.

Evaluation measures for term extraction
As previously mentioned, term extraction may be the
basis for several tasks. For this reason, there is not a pat-
tern for the evaluation of extracted candidate terms. For
instance, in case the terms are used in a taxonomy, the
candidates have to be evaluated considering their repre-
sentativeness in relation to the domain in question, the
position of each candidate in the taxonomy, among others.

Vivaldi and Rodríguez [15] highlight an issue related to
the evaluation of candidate terms that is difficult to be
answered: ‘Who determines which are the relevant terms
in a given test text?’. In this wise, before evaluating the
candidate terms, it is necessary to consider in which task
the extracted terms will be used, i.e., if they will be used
for the building of taxonomies, information retrieval, etc.
Therefore, it is necessary to define the meaning of their
‘quality’ by analyzing the requirements involved in the
final task. Thus, the evaluation must be done to verify
such candidate term quality.

According to Almeida and Vale [27], the evaluation may
be done in three distinct ways, as follows: the objec-
tive analysis of the list of candidate terms; the subjective
analysis of experts in the domain in question; and the
combination of the former evaluation strategies.

The first evaluation strategy comprehends the compar-
ison of the list of candidate terms against a gold standard,
i.e., a list of terms considered as the pattern of the domain
in question. Most of the times, the gold standard is elab-
orated by domain experts, as they have the knowledge of
the domain. This task performed by experts may be sup-
ported by some automatic processes. In this sense, the
creation of this list demands time, effort, and carries their
subjectivity. Additionally, there might not be a concor-
dance among the experts whether a given candidate term
is a domain term or not. This lack of concordance may be
explained by the difficulty in defining a set of measurable
properties that contribute to the evaluation of the quality
of term extraction [15].

This form of evaluation using gold standards may be
performed by means of: precision, recall, noise, silence,
and accuracy. The precision measures the degree of cor-
rectness of the candidate terms. The recall measures the
degree of coverage of the candidate terms. The noise
is the complement of the precision. The silence is the
complement of the recall.

The formal descriptions of these measures are presented
in Figure 2. In this figure, A corresponds to the can-
didate terms that were correctly extracted as terms; C
corresponds to the candidate terms that were mistakenly
accepted as terms (the candidates that should not have
been extracted); B corresponds to the terms that should
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Figure 2 Term evaluation measures [15].

have been extracted, but were not; and D corresponds
to the ‘non-terms’ which were, correctly, not extracted as
terms. This way, A and B belong to the gold standard.

In addition to these measures, it is common to cal-
culate the F-measure, which is a harmonic average
between recall and precision that penalizes high diver-
gence between the precision and recall. Its formal defini-
tion is presented in Equation 25.

F-measure = 2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

(25)

Moreover, this first strategy of evaluation may be carried
out by replacing the gold standard by a corpus of the gen-
eral language. Such substitution allows the evaluation of
whether the extracted candidate terms belong to the gen-
eral language or not. If so, they are probably not candidate
terms specific for the domain.

Additionally, it is possible to apply the context term
weight (ctw) measure [51] to the terms. This measure
evaluates the number of times (the frequency of the can-
didate term in the corpus) in which a candidate term
occurs in a given context. In order to apply this measure
to the terms, it is possible to consider the gold standard
as context. Thus, for the evaluation of the candidates,
they are retrieved from the list. The formal description
of the ctw measure adapted for the evaluation of terms,
and presented in the work of Conrado [52], is presented in
Equation 26.

ctw(tj) =
∑
iεT

ftj(ti) (26)

where tj is the jth candidate term; T is the set of terms of
the gold standard that coincides with the extracted candi-
date terms; i is the ith term of T ; and ftj(ti) is the frequency
of ti in the corpus as a candidate term tj, which is obtained
during the extraction of the candidate terms.

The second evaluation strategy corresponds to the sub-
mission of the candidates to be subjectively evaluated
by domain experts. Counting on the support of such
experts in subjective evaluations, which demand consid-
erable manual effort, it is often a costly and quite slow
process when compared to the objective evaluation, which
presents on a delay for the conclusion of the process.

The last considered evaluation strategy is the sequential
use of the two previously mentioned strategies, i.e., first,

the list of candidate terms is compared against a gold stan-
dard (or against the general language corpus) and, in the
sequence, experts analyse the obtained results.

Next, we describe the existing corpora in the Brazilian
Portuguese language, focused on the term extraction task.

Corpora for Portuguese
The number of available corpora in Brazilian Portuguese
has increased significantly. In general, such corpora may
be obtained in the Linguateca repository, in the OntoLP
portal [53], both described in subsection ‘Projects related
to the Brazilian Portuguese term extraction’, in the Group
of Studies and Research in Terminology (GETerm16),
in the Group of Natural Language Processing (NLP
Group17), in the Laboratory of Computational Intelli-
gence (LABIC18), and in the Inter-institutional Centre for
Research and Development in computational Linguistics
(NILC19).

Table 2 describes the 17 corpora found until now in the
Brazilian Portuguese language that are used in the term
extraction task.

The corpus of Centre of Metalworking Informa-
tion(CIMM20) has 3,326 texts of dissertations, news, and
thesis related to the metalworking domain.

The CorpusDT21 [55] corpus was developed at NILC at
the University of São Paulo (USP22). This corpus has 52
texts originated from thesis and dissertations in the com-
puter science domain. In addition to these categories, the
documents are classified into eight different sub-domains,
which are databases, computational intelligence, software
engineering, hypermedia, digital systems, distributed sys-
tems, and concurrent programming, graphical computing
and image processing, and high-performance computing.
This corpus was created to serve as a base for the study
carried out on the structure of scientific texts such as
thesis and dissertations in the Portuguese language.

The EaD [56] corpus was developed at GETerm at the
Federal University of São Carlos (UFSCar23). The corpus
has 347 texts in the distance education domain obtained
from the Internet. These texts were divided into two sub-
corpora, in which 307 texts are considered -Technical
and 40 texts are considered as +Technical. The authors
classified these sub-corpora -Technical in (i) Scientific
divulgation, which were texts from the articles of divulga-
tion; (ii) Informative, texts from textbooks and handouts;
and (iii) Instructional, texts from news/reporters. The
sub-corpora +Technical received the tag of Technical-
scientific, as it contains texts from thesis, dissertations,
research projects, and scientific papers. For the elabora-
tion of the gold standards, only the NPs that satisfied the
following conditions were considered as candidate terms:
(i) the NPs that presented at least a pre-defined abso-
lute frequency in the EaD corpus; and (ii) the NPs that
were not manually excluded for being, for instance, proper
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Table 2 Textual bases in the Brazilian Portuguese language

Names Responsible Number of texts Number of classes Gold standard Domains

CIMM CIMM 3.326 3 No Metalworking

CorpusDT NILC-USP 52 2 No Computer science

Corpus.EaD GETerm-UFSCar 347 2 Yes Distance education

CSTNews NILC-USP 140 50 No General

ECO NILC-USP 390 - Yes Ecology

Embrapa CNPTIA-EMBRAPA 2.149 8 No Agribusiness

LABIC-USP

Folha-RIcol PLN-PUCRS 5.090 18 No General

Geology PLN-PUCRS 234 - No Geology

IFM2 LABIC-USP 134 - No Production engineering

JPED Coulthard [54] 283 - Yes Pediatrics

Data mining PLN-PUCRS 53 - No Data mining

Stochastic modelling PLN-PUCRS 88 - No Stochastic modelling

Muniz NILC-USP 50 5 No Appliances

Nanoscience and GETerm-UFSCar 1.057 5 Yes Nanoscience and

nanotechnology nanotechnology

Parallel processing PLN-PUCRS 62 - No Parallel processing

Ceramic coating NILC-USP 164 - Yes Ceramic coating

names or NPs with no terminological value (for example:
século XIX - “19th century”); and (iii) for the unigrams,
the NPs that did not occur in the general language cor-
pus. Thus, an expert decided which of these candidates are
terms of the domain, by creating the gold standards, with
59 unigrams, 102 bigrams, 63 trigrams, and 5 tetragrams
[57].

CSTNews [58] was developed at NILC. The corpus
has 140 news texts divided into four sub-themes: Daily
news, Sports, World, and Politics. This corpus was cre-
ated to serve as basis for the research on multi-document
summarization.

The ECO24 [16] corpus was developed at NILC. The
corpus has 390 documents from the ecology domain. Its
objective is to support the creation of a knowledge base
with ontological information for terms from the ecology
domain. The authors built the gold standards considering
the terms occurring, at the same time, in two books, two
specialized glossaries, one online dictionary, all related
to the ecology domain, and the ECO corpus. After the
removal of the duplicated terms, the lists totalled 322
unigrams, 136 bigrams, and 62 trigrams.

The EMBRAPA corpus, originated from documents
of the National Centre for Technological Research in
Informatics for Agriculture (CNPTIA25) of the Brazilian
Agricultural Research Corporation (EMBRAPA) [52],
was developed at LABIC, USP, with a partnership with
CNPTIDA, EMBRAPA. The corpus has 2,149 texts from
the agribusiness domain referring to eight products: corn,

sugarcane, beans, milk, apple, cowpea, eucalyptus, and
cashew. This corpus was created for the term extrac-
tion task, as, for this task, they had the support of
experts in this domain for the evaluation of the extracted
terms.

The Folha-RIcol26 corpus was developed in the NLP
group of the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande
do Sul (PUCRS) for the evaluation and training of
information retrieval systems. This corpus contains 5,090
papers from the NILC corpus, which, in turn, were
extracted from the Folha de São Paulo newspaper.
Folha-RIcol has 18 researched subjects, which are car
accidents, drug traffic, Brazilian music, teaching, soc-
cer games, telephone selling, electoral campaign, nature
phenomenons, tropical fruits, airplane travelling, serious
sicknesses, pets, salary raises, real-estate renting, inter-
national travelling, computer usage, university professors,
and other subjects.

The Instituto Fábrica do Milênio (IFM2) [59] corpus was
developed at LABIC, USP and has 134 papers on the pro-
duction engineering domain, which may be divided into 5
classes: WP01, WP02, WP03, WP04, and WP05.

JPED [54] has 283 texts on the pediatrics domain pub-
lished online in the Pediatrics Journal (Jornal de Pediatria)
(JPED)27. It was organized to study Portuguese-English
translation patterns. The gold standards of this corpus
were elaborated in the TEXTQUIM / TEXTECC project,
previously mentioned, and have 1,534 bigrams and 2,647
trigrams.
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The corpora of Geology, Data mining, Stochastic Mod-
elling, and Parallel Processing [60] contain 221, 94, 53,
and 86 texts, respectively. These corpora are composed
by thesis, dissertations, and papers of these domains. The
creation of these corpora was destined to the compu-
tational processing for applications, such as building of
glossaries, information retrieval, and ontology building.

The Muniz [61] corpus was developed at NILC. The
corpus has 50 texts related to technical manuals from 5
categories of appliances, considered as classes, which are
food centrifuges, irons, stoves, hair dryers, and televisions.
The total of words of the corpus is 182,000. The creation
of this corpus was destined to the term extraction focused
on technical manuals.

The Nanoscience and Nanotechnology [62] corpus
was developed at GETerm, UFSCar, and has 1,057 texts
divided into 5 categories: Scientific, Divulgation-scien-
tific, Informative, Technical-administrative, and Others
(research companies and institute prospects, presenta-
tion slides, etc.). This corpus was built in the scope
of the NANOTERM project [63], which was detailed
in 3. For the elaboration of the gold standards, the
authors identified candidate terms by statistical methods,
after the removal of stopwords. They manually excluded
some of these candidates by a linguist and, then, an
expert decided which of these candidates are domain
terms, creating, this way, the gold standards, that include
1,794 unigrams, 586 bigrams, 590 trigrams, and 151
tetragrams [62,64].

The Ceramic Coating corpus [31] was developed at
NILC. The corpus has 164 papers from the Indus-
trial Ceramics Magazine28, totaling 448,352 words. Each
text has on average from 4 to 8 pages (approximately
4,000 words). The gold standards have 264 unigrams, 74
bigrams, and 43 trigrams. The elaboration of this corpus
has allowed the evaluation of methods for the automatic
term extraction for a Master’s research [31].

In this section, we described 17 corpora found until now
in the Brazilian Portuguese language. Among these 17 cor-
pora, only 4 corpora (see Table 2) contain gold standards,
which means that only with these 4 corpora that objective
evaluation of the ATE task is possible.

In next section, we describe the state of the art of term
extraction in the Brazilian Portuguese language.

State of the art of term extraction in Brazilian Portuguese
In this section, we highlight the main contributions iden-
tified in the literature that are related to the automatic
term extraction from the Brazilian Portuguese corpora.
Figure 3 presents the organization of such investigations
in function of the approach and the type of linguis-
tic knowledge. We observed that most of contributions
used the hybrid approach for ATE, considering linguistic
properties of the candidate terms in the levels of syn-
tax and morphology and using statistical measures. Only
a few contributions considered the semantic properties
and other few contributions did not use any statistical
measure. In summary, there are investigations that anal-
ysed the application of several statistical measures for the
ATE in corpora of Brazilian Portuguese [65,66]. Another
proposal analysed the use of linguistic knowledge only
(morphological, in this case) [27]. Some contributions
compared the term extraction according to the statisti-
cal and linguistic approaches [67,68] and other contri-
butions explored ATE according to the hybrid approach
[5-12,14,16,17,31,34,52,53,61,69-72].

These contributions were classified according to
their goals. The first group of contributions (subsec-
tion ‘Research developed for Brazilian Portuguese term
extraction’) corresponds to investigations that primarily
compared, adapted, or developed investigations for term
extraction. More specifically, such contributions are
described in function of the approach (linguistic, statisti-
cal, and hybrid) in which the ATE is based. Furthermore,

Figure 3 Organization of the contributions related to term extraction for the Brazilian Portuguese.
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for those contributions that are based on linguistic knowl-
edge, the level of knowledge employed is stated (i.e.,
morphological, syntactic, and/or semantic level). The sec-
ond group of contributions (subsection ‘Research related
to Brazilian Portuguese term extraction’) are investiga-
tions that aimed at discussing about term extraction in the
Brazilian Portuguese language. The names of the authors
of each contribution are rendered in italics in order to
highlight their contributions.

Additionally, we describe the main current projects
(subsection ‘Projects related to the Brazilian Portuguese
term extraction’) we have found in the literature that are
related to term extraction. Finally, Section ‘Discussion
about the state of the art in term extraction for the Brazil-
ian Portuguese language’ includes a general overview of
the performance of the ATE work available for process-
ing Brazilian Portuguese, a discussion regarding the state
of the art on ATE, as well as a geographical mapping of
all contributions directly related to the ATE of Brazilian
Portuguese.

Research developed for Brazilian Portuguese term extraction
Teline et al. [66] evaluated the use of statistical mea-
sures applied to the corpus of the Industrial Ceramic
Magazine, described in Section ‘Corpora for Portuguese’.
The evaluated measures were, for unigrams, frequency;
for bigrams, frequency, mutual information, log likelihood
ratio, and Dice’s coefficient; and for trigrams, tf, mi, and
ll. As results, the authors observed that it was not pos-
sible to identify which of the adopted measures are the
best to be applied in bigrams of this corpus, because the
results were quite similar. Regarding the case of trigrams,
the absolute frequency measure presented a better result
than the mutual information and log likelihood ratio mea-
sures. Based on the results presented by the authors, it
was possible to calculate the following values for the F-
measure: 26%, 9%, and 0.62% for unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams, respectively.

Zavaglia and her co-workers [16,17] evaluated the term
extraction according to the linguistic, statistical, and
hybrid approaches. For all three approaches, the authors
removed stopwords and used some indicative phrases,
for instance ‘definido como’ (‘defined as’) and ‘chamado’
(‘called’). More specifically, for the linguistic approach,
they considered morphosyntactic patterns for the term
extraction. For the statistical approach, the authors com-
pared the ATE results obtained using separately dif-
ferent statistical measures (absolute frequency, mutual
information, log likelihood ratio, and Dice’s coefficient),
available in Ngram Statistics Package (NSP) [73]. Regard-
ing the hybrid approach (which corresponded to the use
of the aforementioned statistical and linguistic measures
together), they combined the knowledge obtained by
these adopted measures. For the experiments, the authors

used the ECO [16] corpus, which contains 390 text doc-
uments in Portuguese from the ecology domain. They
observed that the hybrid approach obtained the best
results, although the number of extracted candidate terms
was median. As results, the best values for the F-measures
were for unigrams, 16.48%; for bigrams, 16.88%; for tri-
grams, 5.77%.

In the work of Honorato and Monard [8], the authors
developed a framework for the extraction of terminology
using the hybrid approach for the medical report. This
framework, called ‘Term Pattern Discover’ (TP-Discover),
in summary, selects words and phrases that occur with
a certain Absolute Frequency (statistical method) and,
for that purpose, the lemmatisation technique (linguistic
method) is applied using the TreeTagger [74] lemmatiser.
Then, the terms that follow predefined morphosyntactic
patters are selected (for example: term ‘terço distal’ (‘dis-
tal third’) follows the N+Adj pattern). As we did not
have access to the exact measures of precision and recall,
based in their available results, we assumed that the best
F-measure value was 59%.

Ribeiro Junior and Vieira [14,53] performed term
extraction using the hybrid approach and the following
three stages: (i) selection of semantic sets, (ii) simple term
extraction, and (iii) composed term extraction. The selec-
tion of semantic sets consists of the removal of stopwords
and the use of the semantic information made available by
the PALAVRAS parser [75]. These are prototypical infor-
mation that classify common names in general classes, for
example the tag ‘<an>’ attributed to the noun ‘olho’ (‘eye’),
indicates that the word belongs to the class ‘Anatomia’
(‘Anatomy’). In this wise, the nouns tagged with the same
tag are grouped in semantic groups. The expert in the
domain analizes the list of obtained semantic tags ordered
by the relative frequency (rf) of each tag. Then, the expert
excludes the semantic groups that he/she considers not to
have relation with the domain in question. For the extrac-
tion of simple and composed terms, the authors used
the relative frequency (rf), tf-idf [33], and nc-value [49]
statistical measures. Moreover, for the extraction of the
composed terms, they used the ca-value [49] statistical
measure. Regarding the extraction of simple terms, they
only extracted the candidates that belong to certain gram-
matical classes defined by the expert, as well as the head of
the noun phrases. For the candidates to composed terms,
instead, the authors only considered those that consisted
of determined morphosyntactic patterns, as well as those
that constituted noun phrases. Finally, the authors com-
bined these linguistic and statistical methods, originating
hybrid methods. All these methods were used to extract
terms from two corpora in Portuguese: Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology [62], which contain 1,057 texts from
those domains, and JPED, which is composed by 283
text documents from the pediatric domain. For the first
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corpus, the precision of the extracted terms were cal-
culated and, for the JPED corpus, the F-measure values
were also calculated, and the best results were 22.39%,
10.04%, and 5.46% for unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams,
respectively.

Conrado and co-workers [52,69] performed term extrac-
tion (unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams) using the hybrid
approach. The authors applied word normalization tech-
niques (stemming, lemmatization, and nominalization) in
the agribusiness domain. They removed standard stop-
words for the Portuguese available at PRETEXT [76],
together with the conjugations of the verb TO BE as
well as the words composed of only one character. In
the sequence, they applied statistical measures, as follow:
for unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, they used docu-
ment frequency (df ≥ 2) and for the bigrams and tri-
grams, they applied log likelihood ratio. They removed
unigrams considering their df values formed a new list
of words, denominated ‘stoplist of the collection’ or ‘sto-
plist of the domain’, and this list is incorporated to
the standard stopwords and used to form n-grams. The
extracted terms were evaluated by the authors in an objec-
tive manner - using, for instance, the ctw [51] measure -
and in a subjective way with the support of domain
experts. This term extraction approach was focused to
be used in the TopTax project [77], whose explanation is
included in this section, although it may be used for other
objectives.

There is also the work of Lopes et al. [71] that used
the OntoLP tool [53] to compare three ways of term
extraction (bigrams and trigrams) based on the linguistic
approach. The first way considered only n-grams, the sec-
ond one used pre-established morphosyntactic patterns,
while the third one only considered the noun phrases.
Both, for the identification of morphosyntactic patterns
and noun phrases, the authors used the PALAVRAS
parser [75]. The authors compared these three strategies
among themselves. Moreover, they added information
regarding semantic groups to each one of these forms,
generating, now, three new ways of ATE, which were
compared with the strategies that did not use seman-
tic information. These semantic groups are prototypic
information supplied by the PALAVRAS parser and made
available by the OntoLP tool. Such information classify
common names in general classes. An example given by
the authors is the tag ‘<an>’ attributed to the noun ‘mús-
culo’ (‘muscle’), which indicates that the word belongs
to the class ‘Anatomia’ (‘Anatomy’). As a result, the best
F-measure values for bigrams were 11.51% and for tri-
grams were 8.41%, obtained with the JPED corpus, con-
sidering the noun phrases, excluding terms by semantic
groups.

In the contributions of Lopes et al. [67,68], the authors
performed a comparative analysis of the extraction of

bigrams and trigams using a linguistic and a statistical
approach. They extracted these terms from the JPED cor-
pus. The linguistic approach used the EχATOLP tool
[19] to identify noun phrases from a corpus previously
noted by the PALAVRAS parser [75]. The statistical
approach used the NSP package to identify terms that
contained an absolute frequency superior to a given value.
Also for the statistical approach, they removed (i) stop-
words; (ii) text structural demarcations, such as ‘Intro-
duction’ and ‘References’; and (iii) the candidate terms
whose words began with capital letters in order to remove
proper nouns, such as ‘São Paulo’. The extracted terms
were evaluated with the support of a gold standard of
n-grams. As a result, the authors state that the statis-
tical approach presents high simplicity in its execution.
However, they obtained better results when using the
linguistic approach. The values obtained by the tool,
for a corpus of the JPED corpus, have the F-measure
= 34.48% for bigrams and the F-measure = 38.37%
for trigrams [68].

Lopes et al. [72] performed term extraction (bigrams
and trigrams) from the JPED corpus. This extraction used
the OntoLP tool [53], that considers three different ways
to extract terms: (i) the more frequently used n-grams,
(ii) candidates that follow some morphosyntactic patterns;
and (iii) noun phrases. Additionally, the authors tested
different cut-off points. The best F-measure values were,
for bigrams, 56.84% when using POS and, for trigrams,
52.11% when using the frequency of n-grams, both values
were achieved considering the thresholds of 5E-6 and 6E-6
for absolute cut-off points.

In the contributions of Muniz and collaborators
[11,12,61], the authors presented the NorMan Extractor
tool29, which extracts terms from instruction manuals
using the hybrid approach, such as manuals of appli-
ances. The term extraction is based on specific relations
existing in the genre in question. That is, the instruc-
tion manuals have two basic procedural relations: relation
‘gera’ (‘generation’), when an action A automatically gener-
ates an action B, and the relation ‘habilita’ (‘enablement’),
when the realization of an action A allows the realiza-
tion of action B. The steps taken for the term extraction
were the following: Firstly, the user selects an instruc-
tion manual to be used. There is also the possibility of
the user to submit a corpus on the domain so it may
be used in the calculation of the c-value measure [49].
This measure is used for the extraction of composed can-
didate terms. Then, the instruction manual is noted by
the PALAVRAS parser [75]. From this notation, it is pos-
sible to extract the terms using the ‘gera’ and ‘habilita’
relations. Lastly, the lists of unigrams, bigrams, and n-
grams extracted are presented to the user, allowing the
user to perform a cut using the offered values by the c-
value measure for each extracted term. Considering there
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is not a gold standard for instruction manuals, the authors
did not present results using the F-measure. However, the
results were compared with other methods of extraction
focused on scientific papers. Additionally, the authors also
used a statistical measure, Kappa [78], which indicates the
concordance among annotators at the same time that it
discounts the concordance by chance.

Lopes and Vieira [10] extracted terms using the lin-
guistic knowledge. For this, they only considered the
noun phrases that fit one of the 11 proposed linguistic
heuristics. An example of these heuristics is the removal
of the NPs that begin with an adverb. The best val-
ues for F-measure in the experiments carried out using
the JPED corpus were 64% for bigrams and 50% for
trigrams.

Lopes and co-workers [9,34] extracted bigrams and tri-
grams based on the same linguistic methods used by
Lopes and Vieira [10] and ordered them using the numer-
ical values obtained by the application of the following
statistical measures: tf, tf-idf, tds, thd, TF-IDF (refered in
this work in upper-case letters to differentiate it from the
tf-idf measure). Lopes has also proposed and used the tf-
dcf. That measure, according to the author, considers the
absolute frequency of the term as a primary indication of
the relevance of a term, and penalizes the terms that occur
in the contrasting corpora of other domains dividing the
term absolute frequency in the corpus of the domain by
the geometric composition of the absolute frequency in
each of the contrasting corpora. After the ordering of the
terms by each of these measures, cut points were chosen
and applied to the ordered lists of terms. For the experi-
ments, they used the JPED corpus and four other contrast-
ing corpora [79], which are Stochastic modelling, Data
mining, Parallel processing, and Geology. The precision
of bigrams and trigrams extracted from the JPED corpus
were evaluated in the following scenarios: (i) comparison
of the linguistic heuristics adopted for the selection or
removal of NPs, while it is possible to show that the use of
the proposed heuristics significantly improve results; (ii)
comparison of the statistical measures used, while, for this
corpus, the precision rates are higher when the tf-dcf is
used; and (iii) comparison of the variation of the contrast-
ing corpora using the tf-dcf measure, that made it possible
to show that when the four contrasting corpora are used
together, better results are obtained. As results and con-
sidering cuts in the number of candidate terms, the author
obtained the F-measure values equal to 81% for bigrams
and 84% for trigrams.

Conrado, Pardo, and Rezende [5] presented a term
extraction approach (unigrams) in which inductors clas-
sify the words in terms or non-terms. This classifica-
tion is based on a set of 19 characteristics identified for
each word. These characteristics use linguistic knowledge
(such as noun phrases and POS), statistical knowledge

(such as tf and tf-idf), and hybrid knowledge (such as
the frequency of words of a corpus in the general lan-
guage and the analysis of the context of the words). For
the experiments, three corpora, from different domains,
were used: Ecology (ECO), Distance education (DE), and
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (N&N). The authors
tested two different cutoffs (C1 and C2). In C1, only
unigrams that occur in at least two documents in the cor-
pus were preserved. In C2, considering the candidates of
C1, the authors preserved only the unigrams that occur
in noun or prepositional phrases and also follow some
of these POS: nouns, proper nouns, verbs, and adjec-
tives. The best F-measure values were 24.26%, 17.58%, and
54.04% for ECO, EaD, and N&N, respectively. Among the
identified characteristics for the candidate terms, tf-idf
[33] was the one that better supported the term extraction,
followed by N_Noun (created by the authors, this charac-
teristic counts how many nouns originated the candidate
when it was normalized), and TVQ [37] (characteristic
that considers that the terms do not have low frequency
and at the same time keep a non-uniform distribution
through the corpus).

In the work of Conrado et al. [6], the authors used
the same characteristics and corpora of those used in
[5]. However, in [6], the authors followed the C2 cutoff,
described in [5]. The best F-measure values were 23.40%,
18.39%, and 48.30% for ECO, EaD, and N&N, respectively.
Additionally, in [6], they discussed how the characteris-
tics of different levels of knowledge help classifying terms
and gave examples of extracted candidates correctly and
incorrectly.

There is also the work of Conrado et al. [7] that pro-
posed the use of transductive learning to ATE. Trans-
ductive learning performs the classification spreading the
labels from labeled to unlabeled data in a corpus. The
advantage of this learning is that it needs only a small
number of labeled examples (candidates) to perform the
classification. The authors extracted terms based on a set
of 25 characteristics identified for each unigram. These
characteristics use linguistic knowledge (such as noun
phrases and POS), statistical knowledge (such as tf and
tf-idf), and hybrid knowledge (such as the behavior of a
candidate in a corpus of general language and the analysis
of the context of the words). The experiments used a cor-
pus of the ecology domain (ECO) and achieved 27% of the
F-measure while the best F-measure for the same corpus
when using inductive learning with 19 characteristics was
24% [5].

The previously described contributions used different
corpora and, in some cases, the authors used different
evaluation measures for the results or evaluated only a
part of the list of candidate terms. Even considering such
differences, aiming at providing a general overview of
the results of the contributions on term extraction for the
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Portuguese language, Table 3 presents a summary of the
results and their best F-measure values.

Research related to Brazilian Portuguese term extraction
Some investigations discuss about term extraction in the
Brazilian Portuguese language.

Almeida et al. [65] used the corpus of the Industrial
Ceramics Magazine to discuss the manual and auto-
matic process of term extraction. The authors stated that
the manual extraction carried out by domain experts, in
which the experts indicated the terms of the domain,
is considered as a semantic criterion. In addition, the
authors analysed the candidate terms obtained in the
extraction considering the three cases: with and with-
out stopword removal and with the correction of possible
errors in the used corpus. For the extraction of uni-
grams, the authors used the frequency measure and, for
bigrams, they compared mutual information, log likeli-
hood ratio, and frequency.

In the work of Teline [31], the author carried out a
bibliographical review on the weak and strong points of
the term extraction methods in these three approaches,
statistical, linguistic, and hybrid. Regarding the sta-
tistical approach, the author compared the frequency,
mutual information, log likelihood ratio, and Dice’s coef-
ficient measures. For the linguistic approach, Teline
removed stopwords and used some indicative phrases,
such as ‘definido(a)(s) como’ (‘defined as’), ‘caracteri-
zado(a)’ (‘described as’), ‘conhecido(a)(s) como’ (‘known
as’), ‘significa(m)’ (‘mean(s)’), as well morphosyntactic pat-
terns. In the hybrid approach, the author combined the
linguistic approach with the frequency measure separately
for the extraction of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams.
Also, for the extraction of bigrams and trigrams, sepa-
rately, the author combined the linguistic approach with
frequency with the mutual information measure. Each
one of these extractions was evaluated in the domain
of ceramic coating. The hybrid approach (linguistic part
with frequency) presented better F-measure values, which
were 11%, 17%, and 33% for unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams, respectively. Considering a manual selection
(a linguist and the author) carried out in the candi-
date terms, it has reached the F-measure values for the
unigrams, also ordered by the frequency measure of
58% and for trigrams using Dice’s coefficient, obtained
at 26%.

Almeida and Vale [27] discussed about the specific mor-
phological patterns that occur in three domains: ceramic
coating, physiotherapy, and nanoscience and nanotech-
nology. As results, for the ceramic coating domain, they
obtained a high frequency of combinations, such as
‘argila refratária aluminosa’ (‘alumina refractory clay’)
and ‘análise granulométrica por peneiramento’ (‘granulo-
metric analysis by sieving’), and of simple words followed

by morphemes that may be useful as term identifiers,
such as derivational suffixes -agem, -ção, for instance
‘secagem’ (‘drying’) and ‘moagem’ (‘grind’). For the phys-
iotherapy domain, there are many erudite formations, of
Greek or Latin origin, due to the fact that such termi-
nology has many terms from medicine, such as ‘arthr(o)-’
(‘arthr(o)-’) that may form, for instance, the terms ‘artral-
gia’ (‘arthrodesis’) and ‘artrite’ (‘arthritis’). Regarding
the nanoscience and nanotechnology domain, the most
remarking characteristic is the high absolute frequency
of the nano- prefix, which may originate, for instance,
the terms ‘nanocristais’ (‘nanocrystals’) and ‘nanossistema
biológico’ (‘biological nanosystem’).

The most common way to extract terms is to attribute a
value for each candidate term according to some measure.
Therefore, the candidates are ranked using their values
and it is necessary to know how to perform the cutoff,
i.e., to know until which value/candidate should be con-
sidered as good candidate. Lopes and Vieira [70] discussed
and compared three different forms of candidate cutoffs,
which were (i) absolute cutoff, the authors ranked the can-
didates using the tf-dcf measure and performed cutoffs
considering intervals between 100 and 3,500 first candi-
dates; (ii) threshold cutoff, they carried out cutoffs in the
Pediatrics domain considering the frequency of the can-
didate in the corpus (0 until 15); and (iii) relative cutoff,
they also used tf-dcf and removed percentage of candi-
dates (1% until 30%). Finally, they analyzed these three
cutoffs and proposed the combination of threshold and
relative cutoffs, in which mantained candidates that have
tf-dcf > 2 and correspond up to 15% of the ranked
candidades.

Projects related to the Brazilian Portuguese term extraction
In this section, we presented some of the main projects
related to the term extraction in the Brazilian Portuguese
language, namely: NANOTERM, TEXTQUIM/TEX-
TECC, Bio-C, E-TERMOS, and TermiNet. For each
project, we highlighted where they applied term extrac-
tion by using italicized words. We also described the
OntoLP portal and the Linguateca repository, in which
researchers may have found resources to perform
term extraction. A summary of these projects, portal,
and repository is presented in Table 4 and their main
characteristics are highlighted.

The NANOTERM Project

The project named ‘Terminology in the Portuguese
language of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology: Systema-
tisation of Vocabular Repertory and Creation of a Pilot
Dictionary’ (NANOTERM) [63] was developed between
2006 and 2008 in GETerm of the Federal University of São
Carlos with the collaboration of NILC of the University of
São Paulo.
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Table 3 Summary of the contributions on term extraction

Contributors Domains
F-measure values

Unigrams Bigrams Trigrams

Almeida, Aluísio, and Teline [65] Ceramic coating - - -

Almeida and Vale [27]
Ceramic coating, physiotherapy,

- - -
and nanoscience and nanotechnology

Conrado [52] and Conrado et al. [69] Agribusiness - - -

Conrado, Pardo, and Rezende [5] Ecology, distance education,

and nanoscience and nanotechnology 54.04% - -

Conrado et al. [6]

Ecology 23.40% - -

Distance education, and 18.39% - -

nanoscience and nanotechnology 48.30% - -

Conrado et al. [7] Ecology 27.00% - -

Honorato and Monard [8] Medicine (medical reports) 59.00%

Lopes [9] and Lopes and Vieira [70] Pediatrics - 81.00% 84.00%

Lopes, Fernandes, and Vieira [34] Pediatrics - - -

Lopes, Oliveira, and Vieira [67,68] Pediatrics - 51.42% 41.26%

Lopes and Vieira [10] Pediatrics - 64.00% 50.00%

Lopes and Vieira [70] Pediatrics - 81.00% 84.00%

Lopes et al. [71] Pediatrics - 11.50% 8.40%

Lopes et al. [72] Pediatrics - 56.84% 52.11%

Muniz and Aluísio [11],
Appliances - - -

Muniz et al. [12] and Muniz [61]

Ribeiro Junior [53] e
Pediatrics 22.39% 10.04% 5.46%

Ribeiro Junior and Vieira [14]

Teline [31] Ceramic coating 11.00% 17.00% 46.00%

Teline, Manfrin, and Aluísio [66] Ceramic coating 26.00% 9.00% 0.62%

Zavaglia et al. [16,17] Ecology 16.48% 16.88% 5.77%

The objectives of this project were (i) the constitu-
tion of a corpus in the Portuguese language of nanosci-
ence and nanotechnology; (ii) the search for equivalents
in Portuguese (input language) from a nomenclature in
English (output language); (iii) creation of an ontology in
the Portuguese language of the domain of nanoscience
and nanotechnology, and (iv) the elaboration of the first
pilot-dictionary of nanoscience and nanotechnology in
the mother language.

The semi-automatic term extraction in this project is
related to the obtainment of the terminological set that
will compose the nomenclature of the dictionary or glos-
sary and it is done a semi-automatic manner, as in this
task, the role of the linguist is always foreseen, in addition
to the automatic work carried out with the NSP package.
Nomenclature is understood as the set of lexical units30

that will constitute the inputs of the glossary or dictionary.
For the term extraction, the E-TERMOS computational

environment is used, which is described afterwards. At
last, the extracted terms are inserted in the ontology in the
Portuguese language in the domain of nanoscience and
nanotechnology.

The TEXTQUIM/TEXTECC Project

The project named Texts of Chemistry (TEXTQUIM)31,
which began in 2003 and is developed by the Federal Uni-
versity of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), is becoming project
Technical and Scientific Texts (TEXTECC)32 because it
will also comprise the domains of Chemistry, Physics,
Pediatrics, Cardiology, Nursing, and Veterinary.

The objective of this project is to develop a dictionary
to support translation students, initially in the domain
of pediatrics. For the purpose of studying patterns of
the Portuguese-English translation, Coulthard [54] built
a corpus, namely JPED, which is composed of 283 texts
(785,448 words) in the Portuguese language extracted
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Table 4 Summary of the projects, portal, and repository related to the term extraction

Names Responsible Periods Objectives Domains

GETerm Generate the systematized

Bio-C and NILC 2007 to 2009 terminology of the Biofuel

biofuel domain

EMBRAPA, Several

E-TERMOS GETerm, 2009 to Today Terminological management

and NILC

NILC Constitute corpus, Nanoscience and

NANOTERM and IFSC 2006 to 2008 build ontology, and nanotechnology

elaborate pilot-dictionary

Build ontologies,

GETerm develop terminological

TermiNet and NILC 2009 to Today textual bases, and Several

build a WordNet

TEXTQUIM / Develop dictionary Chemistry, Physics

TEXTECC UFRGS 2003 to Today for translation Pediatrics, Cardiology

Nursing, and Veterinary

LABIC and Organize and keep

TOPTAX EMBRAPA 2005 to Today information on Several

specific domains

OntoLP PUCRS 2008 Divulge tools Several

and resources

Linguateca IST-UTL, UC, and PUC-Rio 1998 Maintain linguistic resources Several

from the Journal of Pediatrics. In the scope of project
TEXTQUIM-TEXTECC, it was carried out a manual term
extraction (without linguistic notation) from this corpus
considering only n-grams that occurred more than four
times in this corpus. In the sequence, it was carried out
a filtering based on heuristics that resulted in a new list
of n-grams considered as possibly relevant to integrate
the glossary. These n-grams were evaluated in relation to
their relevance and manually refined by translation stu-
dents with knowledge of the domain. With this process,
the gold standards of the JPED corpus were originated.
These gold standards have been used in experiments of
composed term extractions and concept candidates, as the
case of the OntoLP project [53].

The Bio-C Project

The project named ‘Biofuel Terminology: morphological
and semantic description aiming at systematisation’ (Bio-
C)33 was developed between 2007 and 2009, by GETerm
of the Federal University of São Carlos together with the
support of NILC of the University of São Paulo.

The purpose of this project is to generate the system-
atized terminology of the biofuel domain, including the

fundamental terms of the aforementioned domain, which
includes the sub-domains of the ethanol and bio-diesel, in
order to support the creation, a posteriori, of the first glos-
sary of this knowledge domain in the Brazilian Portuguese
language.

For the semi-automatic term extraction in this project,
the NSP package was used to generate lists of candi-
date terms (unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, quadrigrams,
and pentagrams). Stopwords were removed to reduce the
excess of noise in the lists of candidate terms. In the
sequence, such lists of candidate terms were manually
cleaned by a linguist, as well as a posteriori validation
of the candidates by a domain expert. As a result, it is
expected to obtain validated terms that will integrate the
area glossary.

The E-TERMOS Project

The ‘Electronic terms’ (E-TERMOS34) project [80] orig-
inated from the transformation of the TermEx project to
E-TERMOS. It is a free WEB collaborative computational
environment with free access dedicated to the termino-
logical management. This project was developed at NILC
of the University of São Paulo with the collaboration of
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GETerm of the Federal University of São Carlos and of the
Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (EMBRAPA).

The main objective of E-TERMOS is to make the creation
of terminological products possible, whether they are for
academic research or promotion purposes, by means of
the (semi) automation of the stages of the terminologi-
cal work. The goal of the automatic term extraction in
this project is to obtain candidate terms from the cor-
pora of the specificity in question. In order to perform
the extraction, firstly, it is possible to choose the size of
the gram to be used, which may be from 2 to 7. Then,
it is possible to remove stopwords with the use of a list
of provided stopwords, which is a result of the work
of Teline [31]. After the removal of the stopwords, the
terms are extracted with the support of the statistical
and/or linguistic knowledge. According to the author, the
incorporation of statistical measures (log likelihood ratio,
mutual information, and Dice’s coefficient) from the NSP
package, linguistic (to be defined) and hybrid (union of
statistical and linguistic knowledge) are to be included.
Nowadays, the simple frequency statistical measure is
available.

For the edition of the conceptual map of term cat-
egorization, in E-TERMOS, the creation, edition, and
visualization of the conceptual maps and computational
resources for the insertion and evaluation of the terms by
experts is allowed.

Therefore, the management of the terminological
database is obtained, in which the terminological record is
created and filled and the definitional base is elaborated,
with the support of tools that manage the terminological
database.

Finally, in the stage of interchange and diffusion of
terms, the entries are edited and the diffusion, inter-
change, and query of the terminological products may be
performed with the help of applying terminological data
exporting tools, making it possible for the users to query
the entries.

The TermiNet Project

The TermiNet project (Terminological WordNet) [81] is
under development, since 2009, at the laboratory of GE-
Term of the Federal University of São Carlos with the
collaboration of NILC of the University of São Paulo.

This project has two main objectives. The first one is
to develop a generic semi-automatic methodology, based
on corpus, for the building of lexical databases in the
WordNet format. The second objective is to validate this
methodology with the help of the building of a TermiNet.

The candidate term extraction of TermiNet uses the lin-
guistic approach with the help of the EχATOLP [67] and
OntoLP [14] tools, as well as the statistical approach with
the use of the NSP [73] package. Experts in the domain

in question carry out a manual validation of the candidate
terms. The candidate terms are also compared to a list of
lexical units from a contrasting corpora.

The TOPTAX Methodology

The Topic Taxonomy Environment (TOPTAX)35 [77]
methodology aims at organizing and maintaining infor-
mation of specific domains. This is possible due to the
creation of a topic taxonomy on the domain knowledge
represented by the collection of texts. The considered
taxonomy is a hierarchical topic organization extracted
from a collection of texts, in which the upper topics
are parents of the lower topics, i.e., the lower topics are
specializations of the upper topics. In addition, it is pos-
sible to associate resources of the textual base at each
level of the taxonomy, referring to its domain, thus, facil-
itating the organization of the information under this
taxonomy.

TOPTAX, in order to achieve its objectives, follows the
stages of the Text Mining process [82], which are problem
identification, pre-processing, pattern extraction, post-
processing, and use of the knowledge.

The stage of problem identification must delimit the
problem to be tackled by selecting and retrieving the
documents that form a textual collection to be worked
with.

In the pre-processing stage, the documents of the
obtained textual base are prepared to serve as input for
the tools that will be used. In this stage, the documents
are converted to the form of plain text without formatting.
Afterwards, the words of the documents are normalized
using one of the word normalization techniques (stem-
ming, lemmatization, or nominalization) and stopwords
are removed. Next, terms are extracted, and therefore,
they are used to describe the text base, as detailed in
Conrado [52]. To reduce the amount of terms to be
worked with, a term selection is performed by using, e.g.,
the Luhn, Salton, and term variance, methods, which are
detailed in the work of Nogueira [38].

In the pattern extraction stage, the document hierar-
chical clustering is performed in order to build a topic
taxonomy. With the hierarchy, the obtained clusters keep
topics or sub-topics to which the documents refer to.
In the sequence, as described in Moura et al. [77], the
descriptors for each group found by obtaining the most
significant terms are identified, while it is possible to
add resources of topic information to each node, such as
documents, videos, and associated images.

In the post-processing stage, this obtained hierarchy is
visualized and validated. The knowledge regarding the
domain at hand represented in this hierarchy is then used
to support the decision and organization of the informa-
tion contained there (stage of Knowledge Use).
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The OntoLP Portal

The ‘Portal de Ontologia’ (OntoLP)36 [53] is devel-
oped by the Group of Natural Language Processing of
the University of Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS) and has
the objective of divulging the available ontologies in the
Portuguese language, as well as terminological bases, con-
trolled vocabularies, and even more complex ontologies of
the OWL-DL (Web Ontology Language-Description Log-
ics) type, and tools and resources related to the research
in the area.

The Linguateca Repository

The Linguateca Repository37 is formally named Cen-
tro de Recursos – distribuído – para a língua portuguesa
and was officially created in 2002, but the initial contri-
butions related to it started in 1998. Linguateca consists
of a repository of linguistic resources focused on the Por-
tuguese language. The responsibility on Linguateca, since
its start (in 1998) used to be passed from pole to pole
in several colleges. From 2009 on, it was established that
the responsibility on it would be given only to the Oslo
operational pole. The people in charge of this pole are
four researchers (Diana Santos, Cristina Mota, Rosário
Silva, and Fernando Ribeiro) of Instituto Superior Técnico,
Universidade Técnica de Lisboa (IST-UTL)38 and Univer-
sidade de Coimbra (UC)39, two Ph.D. students in Portugal
(Nuno Cardoso and Hugo Oliveira) of IST-UTL, all in
Portugal, as well as a Brazilian researcher (Maria Cláudia
de Freitas) of Pontif ícia Universidade Católica do Rio de
Janeiro (PUC-Rio40).

Next, we discuss about the state of the art of term
extraction in the Brazilian Portuguese language.

Discussion about the state of the art in term
extraction for the Brazilian Portuguese language
As observed in Figure 3 (Section ‘State of the art of
term extraction in Brazilian Portuguese’), 77% of the pre-
sented contributions only used the statistical approach
or combined it with some not very sophisticated lin-
guistic information, as noun phrases and morphosyn-
tactic patterns. Up to date, it was possible to find only
two papers that used linguistic knowledge of the seman-
tic level, [71] and a dissertation [53] published in [14].
However, we found no contribution that used knowledge
at the pragmatic level. The higher use of the statistical
knowledge in regard to the linguistic is due to the lack
of efficient and advance resources of NLP for the pro-
cessing of the Portuguese language. In other languages,
such as English, Spanish, and French, the term extraction
task uses advanced resources, such as WordNet, spe-
cific domain ontologies, thesaurus, and different parsers
and disambiguation resources. Some of the resources for

the Portuguese language are available at the Ontology
Portal (OntoLP) and at Linguateca, both described in
subection ‘Projects related to the Brazilian Portuguese
term extraction’.

Among the 25 contributions related to the term extrac-
tion in the Portuguese language described in subsec-
tions ‘Research developed for Brazilian Portuguese term
extraction’ and ‘Research related to Brazilian Portuguese
term extraction’, we highlight the work of Conrado, Pardo
and Rezende [5], which obtained a higher F-measure value
for unigrams, 54.04%, in the nanoscience and nanotech-
nology domain, and the work of Lopes and Vieira [9,70],
which obtained a higher F-measure value for bigrams,
81%, and for trigrams, 84%, both in the pediatrics domain.
It is important to notice that this comparison was per-
formed not considering existing differences among the
contributions, for example, the use of different corpora
and the evaluation performed using only part of the list
of candidate terms. The performed comparison aimed at
providing a general overview of the results of the contri-
butions. It is clear that, in order to state which extraction
methods among the methods used by the authors are bet-
ter or worse, it is necessary to carry out a comparison of all
contributions using the same scenario, i.e., the same cor-
pora and the same measures and evaluation conditions.
Consequently, this comparison with the same scenario is
the existing gap in the Portuguese language, which makes
it difficult to choose a method as a baseline.

Additionally, it is possible to make observations related
to the corpora described in Section ‘Corpora for
Portuguese’ when considering the contributions that
present the F-measure scores or values that allow the
F-measure calculation.

The first observation is that these contributions nor-
mally used only one corpus to evaluate their results, while
in the Portuguese language, we found five corpora that
could be used since they have gold standards (see Table 2).
Furthermore, such contributions, as a whole, focus only
on three domains of corpora: ceramic coating, ecology,
and pediatrics.

The second observation is that 95% of the 25 contri-
butions (subsections ‘Research developed for Brazilian
Portuguese term extraction’ and ‘Research related to
Brazilian Portuguese term extraction’) performed extrac-
tion of bigrams and trigrams, but only 64% of them also
(or only) extracted the unigrams. We may conclude that
for Portuguese, the term extraction is limited to unigrams,
bigrams, and trigrams since, generally, they are the most
common terms in the documents and the terms that are
in the gold standards.

The third observation is related to the knowledge used
by each of these contributions. Frequency is the most
used measure to obtain statistical knowledge, while 45%
of the 25 contributions applied it to extract unigrams,
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38% for bigrams, and 47% for trigrams. The other most
used measures were: for unigrams, 24% used the df mea-
sure, for bigrams, 30% used mi and log likelihood ratio,
and for trigrams 35% applied log likelihood ratio. Regard-
ing the acquisition of linguistic knowledge, the informa-
tion on morphosyntactic patterns is the most used one,
occurring in 45% of the contributions that extracted uni-
grams and in 28% of the contributions that extracted
bigrams and trigrams. Considering the contributions that
extracted unigrams, 19% of the contributions used indica-
tive phrases and 9% considered noun phrases for ATE; for
the extracting of bigrams and trigrams, 23% used noun
phrases. Finally, 19% of the contributions for the acquisi-
tion of hybrid knowledge (statistical and linguistic) used
the c-value measure.

It is observed that there is a considerable gap related
to the use of hybrid resources, in addition to the lack of
use of WordNets and Wikipedia to support the extraction,
while these resources are already used in other languages,
such as Spanish, French, and English. Another existing
gap, also present in the mentioned languages, is the eval-
uation of terms. The problem related to the evaluation is
that the gold standard that is used is built in a subjective
way and, consequently, this subjectivity will continue in
the evaluation.

By analysing the resources used in the contributions, it
may be observed that there is a tendency in the recent con-
tributions to consider knowledge from domains, whether
from the same domain in which the term extraction is
being carried out, which is the case of the domain sto-
plists, or contrasting domains regarding the one used in
the extraction, which is the case of the tds, tf-dcf, TF-IDF,
and thd measures.

Figure 4 shows a mapping of the contributions, projects,
and corpora related to the term extraction in the Brazilian
Portuguese language. For such mapping, we considered
only the state in which the first author was bound.

In this figure, we observed that, to the best of our
knowledge, most of the cited contributions, projects, and
corpora are concentrated in the states of Sao Paulo and
Rio Grande do Sul. We found two projects and one cor-
pus created by researchers of the Santa Catarina state. It
is important to state that this fact does not indicate that
there are no contributions related to the term extraction
in the other states of Brazil, as some existing contribu-
tions might have not been published in conferences yet
or, also, research partnerships with the aforementioned
authors might exist.

Conclusions
In this paper, we present an updated survey of the state
of the art of the term extraction focused on the Brazilian
Portuguese language. There are five main issues observed
with this survey of the state of the art.

The first issue is the diversity in which the term extrac-
tion task is inserted. We observed that the extraction has
high importance for tasks of different areas. When the
term extraction is carried out, there is, usually, a spe-
cific objective, such as the building of taxonomies and
ontologies, the elaboration of dictionaries, the transla-
tion, the organization, or the retrieval of textual data.
We notice this fact when observing the projects that use
ATE for reaching other objectives, according described in
subsection ‘Projects related to the Brazilian Portuguese
term extraction’.

The second issue is that the term extraction task may
be used in different areas. We observed by the fact that
there are contributions that do not perform the extraction
directly, but they used terms to reach their final objectives.
An example of that is the work of Tagnin [83], which used
the terms to demonstrate how the corpus linguistic area
may support the translator to find equivalents for techni-
cal terms in several areas. As this work did not perform
the term extraction, but only used the terms, the same
was not considered as a contribution of term extraction,
specifically. For the same reason, we did not mention, in
this paper, other contributions that performed the term
extraction to reach specific objectives, for example, the
clustering of texts and textual classification.

The second issue focuses on the way the aforemen-
tioned contributions extracted terms and how these con-
tributions were organized in accordance to the knowledge
used to extract terms. We must consider here the work
of Lima et al. [84], in which it is stated that until 2007
the hybrid approaches generally worked more with the
lexical, morphosyntactic, and syntactic levels considering
the Brazilian Portuguese language. For languages whose
investigations were more developed, such as English, we
may find some contributions using the syntactic and
semantic levels. In general, there is an indication of
the lack of deeper work in these areas, mainly in the
Portuguese language. However, until this day, we found
in the literature neither an organization and a mapping
of the contributions in the Brazilian Portuguese language,
nor a synthesis of all the contributions. In this sense, in
this paper, we identified, described, and mapped the avail-
able corpora to perform the term extraction task for the
Brazilian Portuguese, the contributions on ATE, and the
projects related to the ATE task.

Also, in relation to the approaches adopted for the
extraction, the use of statistical methods for this task
aggregates a large advantage in the extraction system,
namely the independence of the target language. However,
when the experts extract terms of certain domains, they,
(sub)consciously, use their knowledge of the domain and
of the linguistic to indicate the words or collocations that
are really terms. The former is the explanation for the fact
that the use of linguistic knowledge increases the quality
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Figure 4 Mapping of contributions, projects, and corpora related to term extraction for Brazilian Portuguese language.

of the extraction. In this wise, the best way is to use sta-
tistical methods together with linguistic methods, having,
therefore, a hybrid method.

The third observed issue refers to the advances obtained
in the term extraction task. By analysing the contribu-
tions focused on the Brazilian Portuguese language, we
may observe they are divided in relation to the resources
they use. Normally, they use methods that contain two
linguistic levels of knowledge: morphological and syntac-
tic, while some few contributions only use the morpho-
logical level or purely statistical resources. This way, we
may conclude that, for Portuguese, there is still a short-
age in relation to the other linguistic levels of knowledge.
This future advance will allow the improvement of the
quality of the extracted terms. In addition to that, we may
observe that there is a recent advance in corpora with gold
standards, which also supports such improvement.

The fourth issue is the existence of a tendency in
the recent contributions in considering knowledge from
domains, whether from the same domain in which the
term extraction is being carried out, which is the case

of the domain stoplists, or from contrasting domains, in
relation to the domain used in the extraction, which is the
case of the tds, tf-idf, and tf-dcf measures.

As a fifth issue, we observed the increase of a practical
comparison of the existing contributions for the extrac-
tion focused on the Brazilian Portuguese language.

Finally, with this survey, those who are interested
in the systematization of terminologies by means of
the automatic term extraction may find a detailed
description of the main extraction paradigms (statistical,
linguistic, and hybrid) and their linguistic-computational
resources/tools, of the types of knowledge (statistical and
linguistic) that may be used in ATE, in addition to an
organization and mapping of the available corpora to per-
form the term extraction task and the main contributions
and projects related to ATE for the Brazilian Portuguese
language.

Endnotes
1According to the translation of the work of Sanchez

[85], a corpus is defined as follows:
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‘A set of linguistic data (belonging to the oral or
written use of the language, or to both) systematized
according to certain criteria, which are sufficiently
extensive in amplitude and depth, in such a way that
they are representative of the totality of the linguistic
usage or of some of their scope, disposed in such a way
that they may be processed by a computer, aiming at
providing useful and varied results for the description
and analysis’.

Souza and Felippo [56], in the scope of the TermiNet
project [81], summarize the criteria that define ‘corpus’
in representativeness, sampling, size, authenticity,
diversity, and balancing.

2In this paper, we present all given examples in
Portuguese and their English translations between
brackets.

3Examples extracted from the work of Souza and Di
Felippo [56].

4Examples extracted from the work of Almeida and
Vale [27].

5Examples extracted from the work of Almeida et al.
[86].

6Almeida et al. (2011, p. 32).
7Almeida et al. (2011, p. 27).
8‘Nano-’ (Greek prefix), which remits to ‘nánnos’ (‘of

excessive minuteness’) or ‘nânos’ (‘dwarf ’), which is
equivalent to a 10−9 multiplier of the indicated unit. In
this regard, a ‘nanômetro’ (‘nanometer’) corresponds to
10−9 m (1 nm = 10−9 m) [87].

9 Definition taken from http://oxforddictionaries.com/
definition/english/.

10Tokens are sequences of characters separated by
blank spaces. In this regard, a token may represent a
word, number, or punctuation mark.

11Stopwords, which constitute a stoplist, are basically
functional words (for instance: prepositions, articles,
conjunctions, etc), which present high frequency in the
corpora and no terminological value.

12In the statistical approach, an n-gram is a sequence of
n tokens (for example, unigram, bigram, trigram, etc).

13Text on traditional grammar and lexical
categorization - www.dacex.ct.utfpr.edu.br/paulo3.htm.

14Tds, thd, TF-IDF, tf-dcf, and weirdness were classified
as statistic measures in subsection ‘Measures that express
termhood’. Nonetheless, if we consider the use of
contrastive corpora as linguistic resource, they may be
classified as hybrid measures.

15For these measures, only noun phrases are
considered as candidate terms.

16GETerm - http://www.geterm.ufscar.br/geterm2/.
17NLP Group - www.inf.pucrs.br/~linatural.
18LABIC - www.labic.icmc.usp.br/.
19NILC - www.nilc.icmc.usp.br.

20CIMM - www.cimm.com.br.
21CorpusDT - www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/nilc/projects/

scipo.htm.
22USP-ICMC - www.icmc.usp.br/.
23UFSCar - www2.ufscar.br/.
24ECO - www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/nilc/projects/bloc-eco.

htm.
25CNPTIA-EMBRAPA - www.cnptia.embrapa.br/.
26Folha-RIcol - www.linguateca.pt/Repositorio/Folha-

RIcol/.
27JPED - www.jped.com.br.
28The Industrial Ceramic Magazine - www.

ceramicaindustrial.org.br/.
29NorMan - http://nilc.icmc.usp.br/norman/extractor/.
30In the area of linguistics, the concept of ‘lexical unit’

is used in a more specific way. In this work, ‘lexical unit’
is used generically as a synonym of ‘lexical item’.

31TEXTQUIM - http://www.ufrgs.br/textecc/
textquim/.

32TEXTECC - www6.ufrgs.br/textecc/.
33Bio-C - www.geterm.ufscar.br/geterm2/?page_id=

111.
34E-TERMOS - www.etermos.cnptia.embrapa.br/.
35TOPTAX - http://sites.labic.icmc.usp.br/toptax/.
36OntoLP - www.inf.pucrs.br/~ontolp/.
37Linguateca - www.linguateca.pt.
38IST-UTL - www.ist.utl.pt/.
39UC - www.uc.pt/.
40PUC-Rio - www.puc-rio.br/.
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